
FUTUDENT
FUTUDENT

The Futudent system is a
visual communication
tool to capture
everything you see,
hands-free without interrupting your work. Take
HD video and images and share your findings with
patients and other dental professionals. It is an
easy-to-use, high quality camera and probably the
only camera you will ever need. It is an integrated
package of software and hardware, enabling
digital documentation of high quality video,
storing, live previewing and sharing of real dental
images, videos and text.

System: Futudent HD Camera, Recording Software
License, 16 mm Lens, USB Control Pedal, 
10' USB Cable
9240020 [SS01]

9240022 USB Foot Pedal [USBFP-1]
9240024 Headband [HD1]

Lens
9240026 16 mm [16MML]
9240028 25 mm [25MML]

Gooseneck Attachment
9240030 20 cm [GN20]
9240032 40 cm [GN40]
9240034 60 cm [GN60]

9240036 Attachment Kit [ATKIT]

Extension Cable
9240038 10" USB [10USB]
9240040 16" Active USB [16USBA]

9240042 Lumadent LED [1LUMD]

CS 1200 
INTRAORAL CAMERA
CARESTREAM

The CS 1200 delivers a resolution of 1024 x 768,
providing a clear, precise view of patients’ teeth,
anatomical structures and mouth. Meanwhile,
advanced optics help you and your patients
quickly and easily view even the smallest details
such as cracks, caries and other anomalies. The
compact size makes it easy to move from
operatories. 

8200990 [6559991]
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Equipment Cameras

INTRAORAL CAMERA
SHEATHS
ACTEON INC./SATELEC INC.

The Sopro Camera Sheaths are
single-use, disposable camera
covers that ensure proper
hygiene and protect against
infectious disease. They provide
an excellent moisture barrier
between the patient’s mouth and the camera
system.

500/Pkg 
9541763 Sopro 617 [403023]
9541769 Sopro 717 [403017]

CS 1500 
INTRAORAL CAMERA
CARESTREAM

The CS 1500 intraoral camera delivers
precise, true-to-life images with each
shot. It provides the powerful visual
evidence you need to educate patients
and make more accurate diagnoses.
The camera’s one-button image
capture allows you to capture clear,
detailed images quickly and easily.
Combined with a true autofocus, the
camera’s unique liquid lens technology
works like the human eye to ensure
clear, detailed images each and every
time, while the intuitive 8 LED lighting
system automatically adjusts to your lighting
conditions, no manual adjustments required.

Camera
8200750 Direct USB [6559819]
8200745 Wireless [6559801]
8200001 w/3 Docks, Wireless [8028367]
8200572 Wired [IOC-6557177]
8200574 w/3 Docks, Wired [IOC-6557177]

8200570 Sheaths 500/Pkg. [IOC-6554489]
8200082 USB Cable [6559652]

Handpiece
8200566 Wireless [IOC-6554414]
8200578 Wired [IOC-6554398]

Dock Station
8200564 Wireless [IOC-6554422]

8200569 DC Adaptor [IOC-CP2G3927]

CLARIS I4D 
INTRAORAL CAMERA
SOTA IMAGING

Document teeth
accurately through the
highest clarity images.
8 white LED lights
paired with optimized
raytrace optical technology produce crisp, clear
images. Engineered and hand-assembled by a
leading maker of intraoral cameras in Orange, CA.
All you need is a desktop computer, laptop, or
tablet PC. The Claris i4D will integrate into nearly
any imaging software or can be set up with
Cliosoft Imaging Software with no additional
charge for single-use computers. 

8710100 Camera [A30049-L]
8710102 Cradle [A00045]
8710116 Cable Holder [X00082]

Universal Handpiece Holder
8710108 [A10079]

Imaging Network License
8710110 [A10079]

USB Cable Connector Assembly
8710104 7 Ft. [A00068]
8710106 12 Ft. [A00068]

Claris Sheaths
8710114 100/Box [X00184]
8710112 500/Box [X00078]

Claris i4D Warranty
8710118 2 Year No Fault [X00188]

CAMX LUNA HD 
INTRAORAL CAMERA
AIR TECHNIQUES

Luna HD enables you to focus
continuously from tooth surface to full
patient portraits. There is left and right
hand use with controls accessible from 120
degrees. The one button image capture
for detailed patient review and precision
crafted focus ring enables Luna HD to capture all
your dental imaging needs, patient portrait, full
mouth, bridge, single tooth and tooth surface. 

9463104 [G1000]

CAMX POLARIS 
INTRAORAL CAMERA
AIR TECHNIQUES

CamX Polaris Intraoral Camera provides
exceptional image quality while the sleek
body design features a 120 degree button
ring for added comfort. The superior
optics and broad focal range delivers
exceptional image quality that will
enhance your patient diagnosis. Fixed
focus technology keeps objects from 6 mm to 
40 mm in sharp detail so there is no need to
adjust anything. Quick connect feature provides
true-in-pocket portability and effortless 
room-to-room mobility.

9463100 [G5000]
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